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Math game of life

o This is the project I will be reflecting on:

o Math Game of Life

https://sd43bcca-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/r/personal/127-dbravar_sd43_bc_ca/_layouts/15/doc2.aspx?sourcedoc=%7B3675FD89-8A1C-43F4-B8BD-5F336D1E5383%7D&file=math%20game.docx&wdOrigin=OFFICECOM-WEB.START.SEARCH&ct=1601667599083&action=default&mobileredirect=true&cid=77bfa6f4-fbfd-492c-8c9a-8b43f5c54fc7


Reflection on creative thinking

The math game of life project is a math project that I did last year in 
grade 8 which was particularly creative, and I found it quite fun. When I 
was originally making this project I was going to do it in excel however 
you could not really type in excel because you would have one massive 
square of text so I decided to do it in word instead. Even though it was 
more challenging to format the charts the result was a lot better. To 
make the charts I still used excel and then copied and pasted them into 
word. Another thing is I didn't really know how to use excel before 
however now I do. I'm glad that I used word in the end and not excel 
because the whole project looked a lot better. Something else is this was 
one of the biggest math projects I had ever done and as I was doing it.  I 
learned that taking brakes occasionally, can really help in more ways 
than one. Usually for projects I just sit down for a couple of hours and 
finish the whole thing or a piece of it however for this project it really 
strained my brain. I struggled to stay focused sometimes. To fix this 
problem I decided that every forty-five minutes I would take a ten-
minute brake to go do whatever I wanted and that really helped. After 
doing this I found that I had a lot more creative thoughts and I was much 
more focused, and I still use this technique to this day. Lastly there was a 
couple of sections where I didn’t really know how to do some things like 
trying to get charts from excel to word. I learned and did it repeatedly 
for different sections and I figured out how to do it by thinking creatively 
and figuring it out by trial in error. In total I learned a lot form this project 
and I was very happy on how it turned out in the end.



Create a one-
minute music 
clip you made
o This is the project I will 

be reflecting on:



Reflection on 
critical thinking

This project is the only music I have ever made and even 
though it was challenging I enjoyed being able to make 
something I was proud of. This project involved a lot of 
experimenting with new things and things I have not done 
before which made it challenging. I’m not a very music 
talented person so at first it was quite hard to hear what 
sounded good and what did not and how the software 
worked but by the end I knew what I was doing through lots 
of trial and error. Something else that was challenging was 
even picking what software I was going to use. I had to do a 
fare bit of research on what I was going to use and ended 
up using garage band. I had never used garage band or 
any other music software, so it was a learning curve like I said 
earlier but I figured it out. Lastly as I was doing this, I was 
reflecting on my work constantly because as I was looking 
back and thinking about what worked and what did not so I 
could use things that worked instead of things that didn't 
work. All in all, this was a challenging project but a fun one 
that I really enjoyed. 



CONSERVATIVES
“IT'S TIME FOR YOU 
TO GET AHEAD”
◦ This is the project that I will reflect on:

Conservatives project

https://sd43bcca-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/r/personal/127-mdery_sd43_bc_ca/_layouts/15/Doc.aspx?sourcedoc=%7BBA9DF62C-3816-4ADD-9038-B40A84F988C6%7D&file=Conservatives.pptx&action=edit&mobileredirect=true&cid=9ecbf7ac-132f-45df-b7db-484f464146e2


Reflection on 
communication

This is one of the many group projects I did last year, however in 
my eyes it was my favorite for a few reasons. What happened in 
this group is we all did different slides and researched different 
things and in the end we all worked together to make the 
whole power point blend together. Another thing is this was one 
of the only projects that year where we could pick our groups. 
Hav ing our friends in a group is nice for a bunch of reasons. One 
reason is if someone needed help, they always felt comfortable 
asking and they would get help right away. Another thing is that 
we all got an even share of work. No one wanted to do more 
work than they needed and if someone was slacking off, they 
would be told to get back on task in a polite way. Lastly, I 
participated as much as I could and really helped to contribute 
to the group in more ways than just one. If anyone was 
confused I would help them out and if anyone needed help I 
would try my best to help them too. I also did this as homework 
too if something needed to be done. Being in a group with your 
friends is nice and that paired with a couple other things made 
this project my favorite group project that year.



The end


